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1. Introduction. Let D be a Dedekind ring and let * D be an enlarge-
ment of Din the sense of reference 7 (see section 2, below). It has been 
shown (refs. 8, 9) that there exists an ideal t-t in * D such that t-t f"'l D = {0} 
and such that the ideals of D correspond to principal ideals in the ring 
Ll = * Dft-t· This leads to a theory of unique decomposition (disregarding 
multiplication by units) of the elements of Din Ll. In the present paper, 
we relate L1 to the standard theory of P-adic numbers and of adeles. 
When D is the ring of rational integers, L1 is included in a class of 
structures introduced by MAcDowELL and SPECKER (ref. 6). However, 
in that case the main advantage of Ll-i.e., that it provides a unique 
prime decomposition for the elements of D-is not apparent, since this 
property is possessed already by D itself. 
2. Enlargements which are ultrapowers. We recall the definition of 
an enlargement (ref. 7). Let M be a higher order structure and let K be 
the set of all sentences which hold in M for a specified assignment of 
symbols to denote the entities (individuals and relations) of M. A relation 
R(x, y) of any type in M is said to be concurrent if it possesses the following 
property. Let a1, ... , a~e, k;;;;. 1 be entities in the domain of the first argument 
of R, i.e. such that R(a,, bt), i = 1, ... , k holds for certain entities bt of M. 
Then there exists a b such that R(at, b), i = 1, ... , k holds in M. An extension 
* M of M is called an enlargement of M if * M is a model of K and if for 
every concurrent relation R(x, y) in M, there exists a bR such that R(a, bR) 
holds in * M for every a in the domain of the first argument of R in M. 
For a given M, the existence of an enlargement * M of M can be estab-
lished by several methods, and the results mentioned in the introduction 
and detailed in references 8 and 9, apply to any enlargement. However, 
the particular property required in order to relate L1 to the ring of adeles 
over D is implied by the special assumption that * D has been constructed 
as an ultrapower. Accordingly, we proceed to show that for any given 
structure M there exists an enlargement * M which is an ultrapower of 
M. The reader may consult references 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, for the general notion 
of an ultrapower. 
1) Work supported in part by Grant No. GP-5600 from the National Science 
Foundation. 
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The entities of * M are to be functions f(x) from an "index set" I, 
to be specified presently, into entities of the structure M. More particularly, 
the set of individuals of * M is the set of all functions from I into the set 
of individuals of M; the n-ary relations between individuals of * M are 
given by the set of functions from I into n-ary relations between individuals 
of M; and so on, for relations of higher type. 
Let F be any ultrafilter in I, arbitrary but fixed. Then the set theoretic 
interpretation of an n-ary relation R=e(x) in * M, introduced as above, 
is as follows. R shall hold between individuals at= ft(x), i = l, ... , n of * M 
if and only if the set {xle(x) holds between /l(x), ... , fn(x)} is an element 
of F. With this definition, and without any further assumptions on I, * M 
satisfies all sentences that hold in M, "in Henkin's sense" (ref. 2, compare 
ref. 7). 
We now make a particular choice for I. I shall be the set of all functions 
g(R) which assign to every concurrent relation R in M a subset of the 
domain of the first argument of R. It is easy to verify that there exist 
many concurrent relations so that the domain of such a function g(R) 
is not empty. Since there exist concurrent relations of many types, the 
definition of g(R) violates standard type restrictions. This can be avoided, 
but only at the cost of more complicated definitions, a precaution which 
seems unnecessary in the present context. 
We introduce a partial ordering into I by stipulating that h<..g if 
h(R) C g(R) for all concurrent relations R. Furthermore, we define h U g 
as the function k which is given by h(R) U g(R) = k(R) for all concurrent R. 
Let Fo be set of subsets (Xg of I which are given by (Xg= {hlg<..h}. Any 
such (Xg is not empty since g E (Xg. Also, if (Xg E Fo and (Xh E Fo then 
(Xg n (Xh E Fo since (Xg n (Xh coincides with (Xguh· Thus, Fo constitutes a 
filter basis in I. Let F1 be the filter generated by Fo, i.e. the set of all 
subsets • .of I that contain elements of Fo, and let F be an ultrafilter which 
is an extension of F1. We claim that with this definition ofF, the structure 
* M, constructed as above, becomes an enlargement of M. 
Let R(x, y) be a concurrent relation in M, of arbitrary type. Recall 
that an entity (individual or relation) in * M is a function f(g) from I 
into the entities of appropriate type in M. Define an entity bR= f(g) 
in *Mas follows. For every g=g(x) in I select f(g) as an entity b of M 
such that R(a, b) holds in M for all elements a of the finite set A =g(R). 
This is possible, since R is concurrent. 
M is injected into (embeddded in) * M by identifying any entity a 
in M with the constant function a=q;(g) on I. For any such a which 
belongs to the domain of the first argument of R consider the set 
S={giR(a, f(g)) holds in M}. By the choice of f(g), the condition that 
R(a, f (g)) holds in M will certainly by satisfied if a E g(R). Hence, S 'J T 
where T = {gla E g(R)}. Thus, in order to show that R( q;(g), f (g)) holds 
in * M, we only have to verify that T, and hence S, belongs to the ultra-
filter F. But T consists precisely of those elements g of I such that ga<.. g 
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.where the function fla(x) is defined by f/a(x) = cf> for x #-Rand by f!a(R) ={a}. 
This shows that R(a, bR) holds in * M and completes the proof that * M 
is an enlargement of M. 
The particular property of ultrapower enlargements which will be 
required in the sequel (section 4 below) is given by the following definition. 
2.1. The enlargement * M of a given M will be called comprehensive 
if for any mapping f(y) from a set A (of any type) in Minto the extension 
* B of a set B in M, there exists an internal mapping q;(y) which coincides 
with f(y) on A. 
We are going to show that if * M is an ultrapower of Mas constructed 
above then * M is comprehensive. 
Let A, Band f(y) be as specified in 2.1. The elements of* Bare functions 
g(x) defined on I and such that the sets Jg={xlg(x) E B} E For, as we 
shall say also, in this case such that g(x) E B almost everywhere. (More 
generally, one says that an internal entity of the enlargement, g(x), 
possesses a property p almost everywhere if the set {xlg(x) has property p} 
belongs to F.) However, we may even suppose that g(x) E B is satisfied 
for all x E I, i.e. that Jg=I for if this is not the case from the outset 
then, by the definition of the relation of equality in * M we obtain an 
entity g'(x) equal to g(x) by putting g'(x)=g(x) for x EJg, and g'(x)=b 
for an arbitrary b E B if x ¢ Jg. 
The elements a of A are represented in * M by the constant functions 
h(x)=a for all x EI and the given function f(y) maps any a EA on a 
function f/a(x) E *B. The required function q;(y) will now be determined 
as an entity in the ultrapower by specifying its component functions 
q;x(Y) for any x E I and y E A, thus- q;x(Y) = f/a(x). For any h(x)=a in * M, 
we then have q;x(h)=f!a(x), so that q;(y) coincides with f(y) on A. For 
other values of yin *A, q;(y) is at any rate an element of * B since gy(x) 
belongs to B for all x E I and y E A. Thus, q;(y) possesses the properties 
required by 2.1, * M is comprehensive. 
Let S be a finite or countable (not necessarily internal) set of infinite 
natural numbers in a comprehensive enlargement * M. We propose to 
show that there exists an infinite natural number in * M such that m < n 
for all n ES. 
The assertion is obviously true if Sis finite, for in that case it contains 
a smallest element no and m=no-1 is then infinite. Suppose then that S 
is countable and has been ranged as infinite sequence {no; n1, n2, ... }. 
Putting A=B=N (the set of natural numbers) in 2.1, we see that there 
exists an internal function q;{y) from * N into * N such that q;{k) = nk for 
all finite natural k. Consider the internal subset of *N which is given by 
{klq;(h)>k for all h<.k}. 
Evidently this set includes all finite k since q;(O), q;{1), ... , q;(k) are then 
all infinite. Accordingly, the set must include also some infinite natural 
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number k=m. Since m<q;(h) for all h<.m we have, in particular, 
m<na=q;(h) for all finite h. Thus m<n for all n eS, as asserted. 
3. P-adic integers over Dedekind rings. Let D be a Dedekind ring 
which is not a field and let P be a prime ideal in D other than 0 or D. 
Let * D be an enlargement of D. At this stage, * D need not be given by 
an ultra power. As usual, * P is the extension of P to *D. 
Let /-lP and i!.p be the intersection of all finite powers of * P, and the 
union of all infinite powers of * P, respectively. Evidently P,P:) i!.p. More-
over, if b E /-lP so that b E * pn for all finite n, then the application of the 
axiom of induction to * D shows that b E * pn also for some infinite n, 
for otherwise the set of n for which b ¢ * pn would be neither empty, 
nor would it contain a smallest element. Hence bE .ilp, i!.p=p,p. 
f-lP is prime. Indeed, suppose ab E /-lP then ab E * pn for some infinite n. 
On the other hand, if a ¢ p,p, b ¢ f-lP then there exist finite natural numbers 
k and l such that a ¢ * Pk, b ¢*Pl. This shows that f-lP is prime. 
We conclude that Llp= * Dfp,p is an integral domain. Moreover, 
D f""' /-lP = ifJ since any a i= 0 in D is not ·contained in * pn for sufficiently 
high finite n. This shows that the mapping D-+ Llp which is the restriction 
of the canonical map * D -+ Llp to D is a bijection and Llp may be regarded 
as an extension of D. 
Now let Bp be the set of all (ordinary) infinite sequences {dn}, dn ED, 
which are Cauchy convergent in the P-adic valuation of D, and let J p C Bp 
be the ideal of null-sequences in Bp. Then the quotient ring BpfJ p is 
the ring of P-adic integers over D. Passing to * D, we see that if {dn} is a 
standard sequence in * J p, then for any infinite n, dn is contained in some 
infinite power of * P and hence, is contained in p,p. On the other hand, 
let {dn} be any standard sequence in * Bp. By the Cauchy convergence 
of {dn}, the difference dm-dn belongs to P,P for all infinite m and n. It 
follows that if dn E /-lP for some infinite n then dn E /-lP for all infinite n. 
We are going to show that Dp can be injected into Llp. Denote by 
1Jl and 1Jl the canonical mappings* D-+ Llp= * Dfp,p and Bp-+ Dp= BpfJ p, 
respectively. Choose an infinite natural number w and map Bp into 
*D by q;({dn})=dw. 
Let {dn} be any element of Bp and put b = 1Jl(dw) and c = x( {dn}). Suppose 
that, at the same time, c=x({d'n}) for some other {d'n} E Bp and put 
b'=1J1(d'w). Then x({dn-d'n})=O and so {dn-d'n} belongs to the kernel 
of x, {dn-d'n} eJp. But then dw-d'w Ep,p, and so b-b'=VJ(dw-d'w)=O, 
b=b'. We conclude that if we assign to any given c E Dp for any choice 
of {dn} E Bp such that c=x({dn}), the element b=VJ(q;({dn})) of Llp then 
this provides a mapping from Dp into Llp. Denoting this mapping by :n;, 
we see without difficulty that :n; is a homomorphism. The kernel of this 
mapping consists ofthe.x-images ofsequences {dn} E Bp such that dw E p,p, 
and this is the case only if {dn} is a null-sequence, {dn} E J p, x( {dn}) = 0. 
Thus, :n; is an injection of Dp into Llp. 
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It is natural to ask whether n(Dp)=ilp. We are going to show that 
this is indeed the case provided the quotient field D / P is finite. 
Assuming that DfP is finite let b be any element of *D. In order to 
prove our assertion, it is sufficient to show that there exists a a{dn} E Bp 
such that b=dw(Jtp). For in that case nx({dn})='lfldw='lflb, and so the range 
of n is the range of 'lfl, which is ,1p. 
Given b E * D, we have the following alternative. Either there exists, 
for every finite natural number n, a dn ED such that b=dn(* Pn) or 
there exists a finite natural number n such that b-d(* Pn) for some 
d ED but b=;i=d(*Pn+l) for all d ED. In the former case we only need 
consider a standard sequence {dn} such that b=dn(* Pn) for all finite n. 
Then dm-dn E pn for finite m:>n and so {dn} E Bp, and dm-dw E fJ,P 
for all infinite natural m. Also, since b- dn E * pn for all finite n, b- dm E * pm 
also for sufficiently low infinite m, and hence b - dm E #P· This shows 
that b-dw=(b-dm)+(dm-dw) E fJ,P, as required. 
The alternative case cannot arrise. For if b=d(* Pn) for finite n, consider 
b-d. The quotient ring DjPn+l is finite since DfP is finite. Accordingly, 
there exist elements a1, ... , ak ED such that is true in D that "for every 
x in D, at least one of a1-x2, a2-x, ... , ak-x is contained in pn+l". 
Reinterpreting the statement in quotation marks in * D, we conclude 
that for one of these ai, ai-(b-d) E *pn+l. Putting d'=d+ai, we see 
that b=d' ( * pn+l ). Accordingly, the second case cannot arise and our 
assertion is proved. 
The interrelation of the various mappings is expressed by the com-
mutative diagram 
Bp cp ~*D 
X "P 
+ n + Dp ~Llp 
Observe that the condition that DfP be finite is satisfied if D is the 
ring of rational integers or the ring of integers in an algebraic number 
field (a finite extension of the rationals). On the other hand, there are 
cases when nDp is a proper subset of Llp as shown by the following example. 
Let D=O[x] where 0 is the field of complex numbers, and let the prime 
ideal P be given by P= (x). Then DfP is isomorphic to 0 and iJp= * D/JtP 
is isomorphic to a ring of power series in the standard sense 
(3.1) 
where the an are elements of * D such that {an} constitutes an inital 
segment of a (Q-finite or infinite) sequence in *D. But nDp contains only 
power series 3.1. with standard coefficients, and two elements of ,1p 
are different as soon as the corresponding power series 3.1 differ for at 
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least one subscript. It follows that if a0 is any non-standard element 
of * D then nc=l=tpao for all c E Dp. Hence nDp=/=iJp. 
4. The ring iJ. In references 8 and 9 we considered the ring iJ 
which is obtained from a ring * D as above as a homomorphic image whose 
kernel is the ideal #· # is the intersection of all powers * Pn, where P 
ranges over the prime ideals of D and n ranges over the finite integers 
and is thus also the intersection of all the ideals #P where P is prime 
and non-trivial (different from 0, D). We shall discuss the connection 
between iJ and the rings iJp of the preceding section. 
For any non-trivial prime ideal Pin D, define vp = n f-tQ, where Q 
Q*P 
ranges over the non-trivial prime ideals other than P. We claim that 
(fl,P, vp) =*D. In this connection, (fl,P, vp), the greatest common divisor 
of #P and Vp is defined, as usual, as the set {xl There exist y E fl,P, z E Vp 
such that x=y+z}. 
To begin with, we observe that there exists an internal ideal J p =1= 0 
in * D such that J p C Vp. For we know (ref. 8) that there exists a non-
zero internal ideal which is contained in fl,, and # C Vp. Let n be the 
greatest natural number such that * pn ':) J p, where n may be finite or 
infinite and let Kp=Jp: *Pn. Then KpCvp. Indeed, for any non-trivial 
prime ideal Q =1= P, Kp is divisible by the same powers of *Q as J p and, 
hence, is divisible also by an infinite power of Q. Hence, for Q=P, Kp C fl,Q 
and hence, Kp C vp. 
Let w be any infinite natural number, then * pw and Kp are relatively 
prime and so (*Pw, Kp)=*D. But *pw C #P and Kp C vp and so 
(* Pw, Kp) C (fl,P, vp). Hence, (fl,P, vp) = * D, as asserted. 
By one of the isomorphism theorems (which holds for all ideals in 
* D, internal or not), iJp = * D/t-tP = (fl,P, vp)ft-tP is isomorphic to 
'Ppj'Pp('\fi,p=vpff-t. Let Ilp(vpff-t)=A be the strong direct sum of the rings 
'PP/#· We map * D into A in the following way. 
Since (fl,P, vp) = * D, there exist elements apE fl,P, bp=Vp such that 
ap+bp=l. Hence, for any c E *D, the element Cp=Cbp belongs to Vp, 
while Cp-c=cap belongs to fl,P, so 
( 4.1) Cp E 'Vp , Cp-C E #P· 
Suppose now that some other c' p E * D satisfies the same conditions, i.e. 
C1p E 'IJp , c'p-C E f-tP· 
Then Cp-c'p E vp, cp-c'p E #P and so Cp-c'p E #P n Vp=f-t· Let tpP be 
the canonical mapping of vp onto vpff-t, then we define q;pe for any 
c E *D by q;pc=tppY for any y which satisfies 
y = O(vp) y = c(fl,p). 
This definition is unique for, as we have just seen, there are such y, e.g. 
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y=cp, and they all have the same 'lj'p-image, for given c. Taking the vector 
of all rppc determined in this way, we obtain the required mapping of 
* D into A, to be denoted by /.. 
J. is a homomorphism. Let c, d E * D and 
Then 
and so 
yp=O(vp) , yp=C(flP) 
~P = O(vp) , ~P = d(ftp). 
YP+~P- O(vp) , YP+~P=c+d(flP) 
YP~P- O(vp) , YP~P = O(ftP) 
J.(c+d)=l.c+J.d , J.(cd)=l.c·l.d. 
Suppose now that c belongs to the kernel of this homomorphism, I.e= 0. 
Thus, for all non-trivial prime ideals P, 'lf'pyp=O where 
But "PPYP= 0 implies yp E fl and, therefore, yp E flP and c E flP; and so, 
I.e= 0. This shows that the kernel of J. is precisely fl and hence, that 
L1 = * Dffl is isomorphic to /.*D. At the same time, as we have seen, A 
is isomorphic to the strong direct sum of the L1p and so we have arrived 
at the conclusion that L1 can be injected into the strong direct sum 
I/pL1p=H. 
It is natural to ask under what condition this injection A is actually 
onto. This will be the case if to any set {yp} which is indexed by the 
set II of all non-trivial prime ideals P of D and such that yp E 'Jip for 
all P E II there exists a c E * D such that yp=C(flP) for all P E II. If II 
is finite, we only need to set c = EPen yp in order to obtain an element 
of the required nature. We shall now show that an element c of this kind 
can also be found if II is countable provided the enlargement * D is 
comprehensive (see 2.1}. 
On this assumption, suppose that {yP} is a set as mentioned. We range 
the elements of II in an infinite sequence Po, P1, ... , Pn, ... (n EN). 
Defining ~(y) =yp11 for yEN, we see from 2.1 that there exists an internal 
function rp{y) from * N into * D such that rp{n) =ypn for all finite n. 
Let m be any finite natural ~number. Since YPn E vpn for all finite n 
there exists, for every finite natural number n =F m an infinite natural 
number kn such that rp{n) E (*Pm)kn. Using the last result of section 2, 
we may strengthen this conclusion by affirming that there exists an 
infinite natural number h=hm such that rp{n) E (*Pm)hm for n=Fm, where 
hm is now independent of n. And, using the same result for the second 
time, we may conclude further that there exists an infinite natural number 
w such that rp{n) E(*Pm)w for n=Fm, nand m finite. 
For a fixed finite m, rp(n) E (*Pm)w for all finite n=Fm. Accordingly, 
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there exists an infinite natural number Am such that cp(n) E (*Pm)w for 
all n<Am, n=/=m. But then, again using the last result of section 2, there 
exists an infinite natural number A such that A< Am for m = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... 
(mEN). We conclude that cp(n) E (* Pm)wfor all finite nand all n<;A, n=t=m, 
and hence, in particular, for all infinite n < A. 
Put. 
Then, for any finite m 
and so 
.il 
c = 2 cp(n). 
n~o 
.il 
c-ypm = 2 cp(n) E (* Pm)w 
n~o 
n*m 
This shows that the specified injections of Ll into A and H are onto, 
Ll is isomorphic to A and to H. 
If D is countable then II is finite or countable. Also, as shown in section 
3, if DfP is finite for all P E II then Lip is isomorphic to the P-adic 
completion of D. Combining these assumptions, we therefore obtain the 
following result. 
4.2. THEOREM. Let D be a countable Dedekind ring which is not a 
field such that the quotient rings DfP are finite for all non-trivial prime 
ideal P in D. Let * D be a comprehensive enlargement of D and let p, be 
the intersection of all extensions *Q to * D of non-zero standard ideals 
Q in D. Then the ring Ll = * Dfp, is isomorphic to the strong direct 
sum of the P-adic completions of D. 
Although we have not introduced any topological notions in the present 
paper we may mention that p, and the P,P are in fact the monads of zero 
in the appropriate topologies of *D. Also, if we were to use valuations 
explicitly, it would be more natural to develop the theory for the quotient 
fields of D and * D and, where appropriate, to consider also Archimedean 
valuations. 
The most interesting special cases covered by 4.2 are those for which 
D is the ring of integers in the field of rational numbers or in a finite 
algebraic extension of the field of rational numbers. For these cases, 
Ll is isomorphic to the ring of adeles with entire p-adic or P-adic com-
ponents but without components (or with zero components) in the Archi-
medean completions. 
The reader may also find it interesting to apply the results of references 
7 and 8 to these cases. For example, section 2 of reference shows that if 
D is the ring of rational integers then the units of Ll are the canonical 
images of those elements of * D which possess infinite prime divisors 
only, and this can also be seen more directly by means of Wilson's theorem. 
Suppose now that Dis the ring of integers in a finite algebraic extension 
of the rationals. Then we claim that an element a E * D belongs to the 
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monad fl if and only if a is divisible by all standard positive integers. 
For suppose a Efland let (m)=P1"'1 ... P~c"'k be the representation of the 
ideal (m) as a product of powers of prime ideals in D, where m is an arbitrary 
standard positive integer. Then a is contained in * P{"l, ... , * P~c"'k by 
assumption and hence, is contained also in *(m), mja. Conversely, suppose 
that a is divisible by all standard positive integers and let P be any 
non-trivial prime ideal in D. Then P contains a (standard) prime p and 
pnla for any finite positive n. Hence a E *(pn) E * Pn, showing that a E fl· 
Now let Do be the ring of all algebraic integers and let flo be the set of 
elements of *Do which are divisible by all finite positive natural numbers. 
Then flo is an ideal. Let Llo= *Do/flo and let D1 be the ring of integers in 
any finite algebraic number field, D1 C Do. Then the preceding observation 
shows that the monad of * D1, fl, is given by #1 = * D1 II flo and so 
Ll1 = * D1/#1 is (isomorphic to) the restriction of Llo to the canonical 
image of * D1 in .do. Thus, the rings Ll1 which correspond to the various 
algebraic number fields are embedded in a natural way in one and the 
same ring Ll. 
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